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On the 2.Components o[ the Unstable
Homotopy Groups o Spheres. II

By Nobuyuki ODA
Department of Mathematics, Kyushu University

(Communicated by Kunihiko KODAIRA, M. $.A., Dec. 12, 1977)

This note is the continuation of the part I with the same title. We
will state the results on the 2-components of the unstable homotopy
groups of spheres for the following cases" z+2 and z+0 for all n*;
z+ for n*<29 Moreover, the following groups will be given" n+32

and u+ for n*)<__8. But the group 0 is not determined completely
Oand forn=6 7andand the group extensions are not settled for 4 +

8.
5. On the 29.stem. There are following new elements" ’,

e and " e with the Hopf invariants _+n (mod other elements),
(mod 11 q2s), and (mod 4la ) respectively.

Z

In the above group, the following relation holds" s
-io o)(mod 8 28 Zll

Now we define elements by Toda brackets" 6’e {a" a3, ao, 2a2},

" e {a’ an, a, 2a2s}. Then we have 2": --E’ and E6’’= 2(a9 a).
Moreover there are following important results" A()=2’ for some

and 2e (mod a e) Using these results,
we have

In the above group, we have a’ , aoE’ (rood Ez). This is
is not double suspended"obtained showing that a’ 0 0

e E z,, we may construct the Toda bracket (a’ o+xCz+y z0, 0,
2} whose Hopf invariant is (rood other elements). Then we see
=0, which contradicts the fact that HA()=2n0.

+z:{+ 1, 1}+z{9o10o.}.
o Z{(:I)}eZ:{(EA:)}+ZlJa,o a}eZ:{lO , :o}.

This results from the relation 4(zz)=10 o $1To

11=Z2{CIoWe will use hereafter the metastable periodic elements
12 =Z4{ +212 Z2A 24}Z23} Z16{ll } Z2{ll 18 21}, 41 O

*) We omit the cases that n-2, 4 and 8 (c.f. Proposition 4.4 of [11]).
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Let us choose an element P e {a,, 2,0, ,o}. This enables us to de-
17 18 1 19Z{a as}Z{P,}=], o=Z{a a}@Z{EP,},-,termine =

-zdG z}:, o gdA z40}e:.
Showing that EP=O and that (4)=(4) is divisible by 2, we

obtain the relations EP 2M 4 and ()=EoP, 2EM o r4s. It fop

M’o Z4{EM r4s}lows that =0 Z4{ 4}@Z{En p4}Z{a
@z& ,}.

It is not difficult to show that 2(M r0) 0 and () ESM 50.

Then we have Z{EM52 P49}Z2{a2 a4}, =2=Z{Mo Uo}Z2{E3Mo u0},
=ZdA }eZ{EC },

9 Z{EAo}, == =0 for n>31== .0 Z{AO)}, =.+
6. On the 30.stem. There are following ew elements"

42, 44, 45, 46, 50, 52, 023
r 23 (0 22), , 9 3, 3 (od 2), G (od 2G),

For 8, the group extensions are obtained making use of the
known relations"

The relation (a)=2V,0 a,,=ao z implies

11

We have to define elements by Toda brackets"

0a e {2a, o, 2aa, ,,}. This enables us to determine

44

45

In the above groups, e have the folloing relations" 8VII

G 9 3 vn (0 2vI) 2w g (0 2), 2vw(0
2v), 32v 16v.

ext, we have
18 19 18

rom the reltion 4(v--2"’)0 (" o), it follo that
,,, ,v Z,,{EO’"}.ZMo }eZ,{EO-20’"},==0

We will use Proposition 11.13 of Toda [11], to show the existence
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of 0" such that E0" 20 which appears in the next
z,{o,,}+z(vo },=

A result of J. F. Adams gives us an easy computation of the remain-
ing part of the 31-stem" According to Corollary 1.3 of Adams [1],
()=[, ,] is a 9-fold suspension but not a lO-fold suspension.

’=z{(,) =z{0}Hence we see , -40:}+Z+,{O:}+Z{E V: ,,},
z::{o;,} =+Z:{EV:o.,:}, = , -4o:,}+Z::{o:,},

Z{O:} for n 32.=z{0,o}, ,
7. On the l.stem. There are following new elements"

w e , * e with the Hopf invariants , +o, _+ *, x respec-
tively.

We have the relations" 2a=0, Ea=2a", Ea"a=a"’", E:a"=2a]v.
(mod aa).

We note that the relation 29 ,, x,=u , x holds in the next
z3:Zs{A(rv)}@Z2{A(EA 25)}Z4{9 Vl 17}Z2{6 E20m
z{ 0}g{’}.

7 =Z2{ 4}+Z2{ 14 31}+Z2{7 15 18}+Z2{7 ]1}+Z8{38

Following two groups are not determined completely.
0=z{, }z{, po}z{, o,}z{,

(o or z){, ,,
The last direct summand but one does not affect the next group,

since 910 0.
==Zs{A(a)}(Z or ZZ){, o a4}Z{Ea]v}.

Although the above group extension is not a complete one, we have
the relation a=0. Henee we obtain the complete group structure
in the next stage.

I:Z{x}Za{Eav}, Z{A()}].4 4

We define an elementa e {p, 32s, ps}x. Then 2a Eav and H(a)
=4. Thus we have

13.-z{}z{}.
Let us choose an element *e {w, 2, }, and make use of the

,=Z{DI}periodic elements [9] to obtain the following isomorphisms
" ,}Z{*’}Elt, = - Z{EBt}

@Z2{EB) a41}@Z2{E2x$’} @Eff$) 4918 Z2[E2BHIZ2[E3x*lEwI
Eu for n= 19, 20, 21, 22.

Similarly we have ,
as}]], =Z2{EB}Z2{EB2 a}Et, Z2{E2B}E, +
for n 27, 28, 29.

*) The direct summand E] must be understood as the image of the iterated
suspension whose restriction to this group is incidentally monic.
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We have to show the following results;

We see A(g) +2_ and 8=0. Moreover E’2’ ,,t,,8 is an
isomorphism onto. Hence by Proposition 3.6 [11], we conclude that
there exists an element p3,, of z such that p, e {162,2p2, p4} and
2p,,tEa (rood 2Ea, 2w), which also implies H(p,,)2 fi28 (rood ).

’ and EtThis determines the group structures of
8. Some results on the 2. and ]].stems. We have the follow-

ing results.
z2{ ’ o

s=gs{G)}g{$(a o)}Z{(EA)}Z{$(EA[ a)}

=Z{a’o ,,}Z{a’ , o a p}Zs{E,, a}g.
In the above groups, the last direct summand Z must be read as

Following groups are not determined completely. The element
has the Hopf invariant +.=Z[(EA?>)}+Z{(EA +)}+Z{(EA a

ZZ.
In the above groups, the direct summands ZZ must be read as

Referenees are listed in the part I, which appeared in Proe. Japan
Aead., 53, Ser. A, No. 6 (1977).


